
GENESA ... ENERGY OF FORM-FLOW, ESSENCE

Dr. Derald G, Langhain, referred to 
by experts as "the father of genetic gar- 
dening", first developed the unique "Gen- 
esa" concept in 1959. His innovative 
agricultural achievements in Venezuela, 
based on genetics and form-behavior, are 
acknowledged as new and monumental con- 
tributions to humanity.

Langham's study sprang from scienti
fic Observation of zygote activityj 
a union of sperm and egg. The resul- 
ting polarity set up within the three- 
dimensional zygote forces energy movement 
in a back and forth line. Thus. the spher- 
ical-shaped nucleus pushes out to
become two cells.f®) The
polarities continue to change at
right angles to the original z plane 
of energy-flow. In the pushing cell-pro- 
gression, two becomes four, r four 
expands into eight. CJ-T) The ac" 
tivity alters the polar
ity lines in new per- pendicular 
directions. Each part of the Genea is la- 
belled a "Nea". The initial three-dimen
sional form flares into thirteen dimen
sions. "The Genea then becomes a compo- 
site of dimensionality," says Dr. Lang
ham, "something very important happens in 
the pattern of nature. It isn't just a 
material cube made up of spheres. The pat
tern manifests as a living structure." ,

Each of the thirteen polarities, 
all. intersecting at the form’s center 
are opposites - having their own polar 
plane. "In the human body (with arms
out-stretched," says the doctor, "the cavity amintaining the heart marks the cru-

OF NUMBER, LIGHT, SOUNO, ANP COLOR

Tina Langham of Fallbrook, California, artfully expresses the 
quality of Genesa inside this spherical model of “living geometry,” 
(a man-made see-through harmony crystal).

Oriented at the focal point, within the polarity of opposite tri- 
angles, circles, and squares, Tina applies her powers of visualization. 
Then gently pushing outward, pulling inward, and with sweeping arm 
movements in specific directions along lines, circles and spirals on 
alternafing planes, she produces an energysm in color. number, letter, 
music, and fragrance. A ten-minute exercise inside leit I ina glowing 
with a saint-like radiance of peace and love, her energy bath vicari- 
ously shared by onlookers. Then, with obvious reluctance. Miss 
Langham emerged from the model to join the surrounding group—all 
spellbound in sharing the young woman's amazing transformation.

“Having applied the harmonies of natüre,” says Dr. Derald (>. 
Langham, Ph.D., “Tina manifests man/woman's natural state.“

cial intersection with the spinal column. It is the 'Genea zero', or "LIFE FORCE CENTER” 
"Now the Genea-o identifies with 'Infinite Potential', (potentialism is infinity Jy 

at rest). It is the focal point of the organism. This living force-field around the '1 
Continued on page 8



Fourth Dimension Reachout the psychic musician a9&

We have Creative, (soul) musicians, technical players, showmen, and the occasional musical 
phenomenon among us today. It has always been so, wherever song appears, either instrumentally 
□r/vocally performed.

Our technological age engulfs us in an atmosphere of musical and not-so-musical discordant sounds. 
Reflect a moment on the unending broadcast of voices, bands, combos, and the more local clink, screech, 
whine, roar, and thud of mechanical devices. Fortunately the discriminating ear decides what is musically 
harmonious and what is not. This matter of personal selection or taste shows the unerring beauty of 
nature's laws and our uniqueness in the evolutionary scheine. The present era of "hard rock" and "pop"

GLASTONBURY, CHALICE WELL, 
AND MODERN MIRACLES (continued) 
bg Ge.ongÄ.a.na

From that day at the Abbey in 
Glastonbury, when Eileen Caddy's prayers 
were answered by a "voice", a new era for 
her and Peter began. They learned to iisten 
for instruction, to submit their very wil/s to 
the Divine guidance given "Eiixir" as Eileen 
now was called. Then, joined by dose 
friends "Divina", Lena, and their families, 
the Caddys were to/d to go to Findhorn Bay 
Caravan Park at Morayshire, Scotland, and 
occupy caravans. . . (our trailers)

Peter said of it,. . . "the very last place in 
which any of us would have elected to live 
. . . we'd often said how we'd hate to live in 
that ugly, crowded caravan site!"

Crystal dear guidance took them, how- 
ever, to a less-than-half-acre plot separate 
from the main park and surrounded on three 
sides by the sea. Swept by gale-force winds it 
was protected only by a small beit of trees. 
Gorse, broom, and couch grasses being the 
only Vegetation growing in the sand, it could 
hardty have been a more unlikely place for 
the garden they were instructed to make.

The mirade is that, without knowledge of 
gardening, without means to buy fertiHzers, 
compost, and other needed ingredients, the 
group, during the very first season, grew 65 
different kinds of vegetables, 21 fruits, and a 
variety of 42 herbs. Seaweed from the
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music reflects the group consciousness of our times. Music, then, is both an individual and a group 
experience.

The present Status of things in the entertainment worid, the age of distortion, is moving us even further 
away from greater, more fulfilling cosmic musical perception. Maybe there's hope. Nature persists if we

beach, manure from a nearby stable, peat 
dross and cummings from a dose distiHery, 
m atu re soot from a dump, all located under 
timdy direction, were used at the proper 
time to yield the rieh crops and feed a 
gathering community.

Told to build a large dining hall to seat 
three-hundred people, they wondered and 
questioned where this number would come 
from even as they went about complying. 
No matter the task, the "means" of accom- 
püshment always appeared in the form of 
materials and help. When the dining hall was 
finished, the people appeared! A meditation 
center followed, a theatre, Studios and craft 
rooms. Flower gardens, shrubs, and orna
mental trees were "ordered" after the 
vegetable gardens were firmly established. 
We were astonished to see the only eucalyp- 
tus tree in Scotland growing as though it was 
proper for it to be there.

The handsomely tanned, dear and sparkl- 
ing-eyed Caddys radiate warmth and love, 
their pride in the expanding Findhorn Bay 
Park expressed with deep humUity. Quickly 
feit everywhere, harmony pervades the en- 
tire community which is a model for "seed" 
in other parts of the worid.

The miracle of Findhorn sets a striking 
example of the Divine Kingdom, the Devas, 
and the Elementais working in perfect 
harmony with man, a re-birth of knowledge 
as old as Stonehenge and Glastonbury.

(more about Devas and Elementais later.)

Eons ago, before man buiit the Great Pyramid 
and like structures, nature created from the 
earth's geological formations this Dolomite 
Pyramid, among many others, found only in 
Major County, Oklahoma. Note the texture, the 
symmetrical perfection, and the angles of form 
similar to the Great Pyramid of Giza.

listen. Do we not perceive the melodious, rustle of 
the wind, the tinkling play of splashing water, the 
libretto of a songbird or the tuneful sound of 
God's happier children at play?

Musicians are in large rneasure captives of the 
time. The artist must look farther for receptive 
audiences. We have great intuitive and technically, 
near-perfect vocal and instrumental performers. 
Each has his place. The Creative musician listens 
inwardly for just the right prompting and manifests 
it accordingly. The technical master, through con- 
stant repetition in practice and intellectual dis- 
cipline, develops awesome skillsthat please many a 
listener. Now and then we are blessed with a 
musician endowed with both qualities. His music 
endures!

Still we must be certain not to confuse 
musicianship with showmanship. Where the general 
Public is concerned it's no contest between the 
two. The showman wins every time. Charisma, 
excitement, a form of psychic outpouring literally 
overwhelms the audience. The showman frequently 
gets by with very little real musical expertise. The 
power lies in his ability to project reactive 
emoticnai responses in those outside of himself. 
Now and then an artistically-performing musician 
achieves this state, and the presentation becomes 
pure magic.

The Psychic (soul) musician makes an effortless 
contact with his infinite, Cosmic source. Then 
pleasing, dynamic vibrations issue from every cell 
of his being. Melody, harmony, and rhythm come 
together in that great moment. In this state, 
improvisation without limitation flows from the 
mysterious musical fountainheads of the deep, 
inner seif. Such performers become giants in their 
time. Their imitators follow in endless procession 
for years to come.

The Psychic musician learnsto know and trust 
the Cosmic Impulse. When it is absent he is 
miserable. In the rush to recapture the power, he 
may turn to stimulants. This readily explains why 
so many intuitive performers turn to drugs with 
such disastrous results.

The technical musician knows and trusts the 
fruition of his learning processes. Memory and alert 
response to written music guide him through the 
most difficult orchestral compositions. These per
formers make excellent leaders or first chair 
players and vocalists.

While the technically oriented musician relies 
heavily on his acquired skills, he joinsthe intuitive

Continued on page 5
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PYRAMIDS AND RESONANCE. Bryant John Churko, researcher of Regina, Sask., Canada, States he believes the energy from a pyramid's apex 
could send a strong Signal through space. Churko read an article viewing pyramids as gigantic condensors and harmonic resonators of an 
as yet, unknown energy. This energy produces "changes in living and non-living matter both within itself and at certain focal points 
above... On the psychic ZeveZ they, (pyramids), seem to increase the strength of thought forms and cleanse peopZe's auras", he writes. 
Churko agrees that pyramids most definitely affect dowsing rods. OUR PLANET A RECHARGING STATION? Bob Freedman, Honolulu, Hi., says he 
believes after reading Michel's View Over Atlantis, that "Our garden pZanet was a recharging Station for vnier-galactzcs among other pur- 
poses. Why eise the tremendous precision of 'Dragon lines ' and energy accumulators such as the Great Pyramid and cathedrals?" Freedman 
suggests the possibility that efforts may have been made to self-propel our planet. " Perhaps", he continues, "it might have constituted 
a threat to the System. The result was the destruction of Atlantis, Suppose super-solar energy-chargers were constructed (it's been sug- 
gested that Atlantis was toying with solar-energy one way or another)? It might have backfired accidently or triggered the continent's 
disappearance." T.V, SETS AS PYRAMIDS. Gene Pellicano of Brooklyn, New York, says when you look at a T.V. set, "You're viewing the base 
of <2 pyramid. Most of the newer T.V. tubes employ a 210 degree angZe of deflection. Years ago", Pellicano adds, "round tubes had a 90 
degree angZe - some made of metal in the shape of a cone." He went on to say that the inner part of these tubes has a metal coating to 
improve their efficiency. He believes they offer an interesting subject for dowsing but warns the high vacuum in these tubes require ex
treme care in handling. PENDULE - PLUS § MINUS. R.T. Needeis, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, says a pendul will show plus or minus for you if you 
are sensitive. "Most peopZe f know are, to some degree3 if they are weZZ"3 he writes, "Take a string, a piece of wire, a table, (aZmost 
anything)3 - even a carbon rod or pencil, etc; all have a plus and a minus end." ON MAGNETIC NORTH. From N.W. Gambling, Captain USN (ret), 
Sacramento, Ca. "Regarding Pyramid Guide #9 and. Dowd's query about magnet poles on page 6: AZZ you need is a magnetic compass - even a 
pocket size ... The arrow end which points north in earth's fieZd is properZy called the ’north-seeking end'3 (if my memory is any good), 
but is3 therefore, a south poZe of the needle." Gambling adds it will point to the north pole of a bar or horseshoe magnet, "while the 
arrow's taiZ fZips around to inäicate the south pole."In checking a horseshoe, he says, the poles are close together, so a sidling approach 
is needed. "I think the avove is right; it goes 'way back in my boy-scout and ship's compass-learning days." TAPES IN TIME. From Haldeen 
B. Michael, Phoenix, Arizona. "About the Phoenix Psychic Seminar, 'Pyramid Energy', by Bill Cox and George Cooper: At mid-session", Mrs. 
Haldeen writes, "Dr. MarceZ VogeZ shared with us what I beZieve to be a monumental discovery. I was making a recording and, just as Dr. 
Vogel finished and BiZZ Cox mentioned 'the harmony of the spheres', my recorder meter was exactZy on the tripZe figure of 7^ 777.'.' P.S. 
Just as George Cooper read the last word of a poem, the termination of his and BiZZ Cox's team-lecture on Pyramid Phenomena, the tape re
corder ran out - bareZy catching the last wordl" OPENING GATES IN THE YEAR 1975. Reverend Robert Short, Joshua Tree, Ca. calls our atten- 
tion to: "the 'door' which wiZZ be the Zast of the~twelve doors opened in the Vatican ... It was sealed by Pope Pius XII3 (Archbishop Eugen
ia Pacelli), or 'Pastore Angelicus’, in 1950." He continues, "The only symbol on this Zast door is a CROSS. (It is analagous to the 
Damascus Gate in Jerusalem, which is sealed until the Messiah shall stand before it and proclaim the gate to be opened in the name of the
Father of Lights.')'.' This "Eastern door", according to Reverend Short, is to be opened in the spring of ]975, the year of the "pivotal
block stone" in the King's Chamber in the GREAT PYRAMID at Giza, Egypt! The Reverend Short included a clipping from the RIVERSIDE ENTER
PRISE titled, "Pope Paul Schedules Holy Year for 1975!" HIMALAYAN PYRAMID AND UNDERGROUND DWELLERS. From predictions of Walter J. Hagen
and used with his permission in the "Future Foundation Bulletin", taken from Hagen's "The Aquarian Predictor" article, it is noted that 
there is a great pyramid in the Himalayas. Strange Outsiders in the area, normally Underground dwellers, are white skinned and have some 
unusual powers. PYRAMIDS AND NUMBERS. From Bill Noone, Indianapolis, Ind. "I want to relate one experience to you. I have been medi- 
tating with my twelve-inch pyramid until the new one (meditation size) came. About three weeks before the big pyramid arrived I was in 
meditation and had asked the question: when would the big one come? The figure six came to me. Well, on March 6th, I received notifica- 
tion from the manufacturer that I would receive my pyramid immediately.'" Noone says, "this was not a coincidence." PYRAMID PRESERVES 
EGGS. Edward J. Kunkel, author of Pharaoh's Pump, shared with the 'Guide a letter he had received from David A. Snedeker of Orlando, Fla. 
Snedeker says,"As an experiment, I built a 9 inch precision scale model of the pyramid and positioned it accurately facing true north. I 
obtained. five fresh eggs, placing one in an exact position within the pyramid. The four remaining eggs were used as control factors by 
placing one egg on the outside of each of the four sides. This experiment was successful. After a few days the four outside become highly 
odorous, spoiled. The one inside had no odor and, upon breaking it open, the contents were found to be merely dehydrated." WATER DOWSER'S 
FATHER A LEVITATOR Mrs. E.E. Allison, Lake San Marco, Ca., says, I found out, by chance(?) a few years ago that I could do water-dowsing 
as my mother could.. Father did a bit of levitation as entertainment. My husband and I had a delightful experience in the ruins of Glas
tonbury Cathedral in England a few years ago, and I have long been interested in the real reason for building the pyramids; so I really
welcome your püblication." ANCIENT WISDOMS REDISCOVERED. The Reverend Dorje Moore of Los Angeles, California shares some of his latest in- 
sights with the 'Guide. Dorje had just read Dr. Bhattachoryya's book, Magnet Dowsing, and recommends it highly to pendulum users. Moore 
quotes a Dr. Jules Regnault of Granville (?), saying, "The living organism must be considered as an actual oscillator and resonator." Then, 
says Dorje, "Radiesthetic observation can show that every object produces around it a series of four rings with detectable ’color resonan- 
ces ... and "It is possible to stimulate any cell group in the body by the appropriate combination of notes or chords of music. The chord 
must3 of course, have a similarity with the waveform emitted by the particular cell group it is wished to stimulate." Dorje goes on to af- 
firm that "our thought patterns determine what sort of energy reaches us...If thought affects the environment, it should be publicised more.

Our thinking has made life ordinary, 
actually robbed of its Holy aspect
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and mystic qualities for many.Now 
Science is in a position", observes 
Dorje,"to prove things they could 
not before." The Reverend Moore 
speaks of the colors of the music of 
the spheres which he says he finds 
implied in Tantric-Buddhist studies. 
"Everything is overlaid with rainbows. 
Everything that has form has color 
attached to it.Chanting mantra is 
oscillating or resonating a sound; 
the sound. can be matched in the color 
Spectrum..."Mantra is thought of as 
seed syllables (no specific meaning), 
but as color emanates from the prin- 
ted mantra, appropriate color arrange- 
ment drapes itself upon it as seen 
through a prism. " The Reverend States 
that newspapers today generally grind 
out holy letters so ruthlessly there is 
no longer anv sanctity in the alphabet. 
"We live on holy ground and must know 
it, or we shall suffer from our ignor- 
ance. Life is not ordinary", Dorje con- 
cluded.
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HEAVY "PSI" IN RUSSIA

"Psi" energy fact or fiction? Some Soviel 
views, a capsulized list of writings by Russian 
scientists comes now into our hands by way of 
Dr. AI Lewis, Ph.D., Southern California edu- 
cator, author, translator, and a member of the 
National Advisory Board of "The Journal of 
Psycho-Energetic Systems." Dr. Lewis lectures 
and gives Workshops on Psycho-bio-physics and 
dowsing. He also details Soviet research on the 
bio-physical effect.

Dr. Lewis gathered an astonishing Collec
tion of Psi-scientific reports during a recent 
six-month visit to the Soviet Union. He will 
return again this summer to broaden his 
knowledge and complete details for further 
translations.

In order to grasp the magnitude of current 
Russian scientific investigations and thanks to 
Dr. Lewis, the 'Guide now lists some of the 
titles and their authors:

I. PSYCHOKINESIS/TELEKINESIS
Psychokinesid: Fact or Fantasy? V. N. Pushkin. An 
Electrostatic Model of Action at a Distance. A. K. 
Naumov, S. D. Kirlian, V. G. Adamenko. Autogrativa- 
tion? V. Anisimov.

II. CELLULAR COMMUNICATION
Light Signals of Living Cells. L. Vilenskaya.

III. BIOENERGETICS
Resonance, Biostimulation and the Problem of Bio
plasma. V. M. Inyushin. On Some Aspects of Bio- 
energetics, A. S. Romen; and Electronotherapy, P. 
Goncharov.

IV. KIRLIAN PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE 
ELECTROAUROGRAM
The Rays of Life. V. G. Adamenko. The Magician 
Comes to the Laboratory. The Biological Connection 
is Active,

V. THE CONSCIOUS AND THE NON- 
CONSCIOUS
Two levels of Knowledge. V. N. Pushkin. Informa- 
tional Bioelectronics and States of Mental Activity.

VI. PSYCHIC MUTATIONS?
Some Questions of Biological Electrodynamics and 
Psychoenergetics. V. G. Adamenko.

TELEPATHY AND PSYCHIC HEALING: 
SOME SOVIET VIEWS
I. MENTAL TELEPATHY: CAN THOUGHT BE 
TRANSMITTED AT A DISTANCE?
Can the Brain Emit Electromagnetic Waves? L. 
Vodalazki, Engineer Brain Electricity, The EEG and 
Thought Transmission. I. Parchmenko, I. Savelyev, S. 
Dobrachev, A. Turov, Earth Biology Department, 
Moscow State University. Hypnosis and Mental Tele- 
pathy. D. Mirsa. Brain Biocurrents and Thought. N. 
Dzhavadyan. It Is Necessary to Experiment. G. 
Polyakov, M.D. and C. Adrianov. Two Physiologists 
Argue. M. Airapetyanz and A. Ivanizki, Institute of 
Higher Nervous Activity of the Academy of Sciences 
of the USSR. Is Thought Transmitted Directly to the 
Brain? K. Saradzhev. It is Not Thought Transmission 
But False Reception. V. Novak, M.D. Reading Muscles 
Not Thoughts. P. Oreshkin. Listen to the Fast Flowing 
Thought. Alexander Victorinyev. Quantum Tele- 
pathy? The Paradox of Einstein Podolski and Rosen. 
V. N. Pushkin.

II. PSYCHIC HEALING
From Observations of Myself and Others. Kenchadze 
Georgi. Bioenergy Therapy. Alexer Krivorotov. Organi
zation of Activity of the Organism From the Bio- 
energetic Aspect.

III. MAN-ANIMAL, MAN-PLANT COMMUNICA
TIONS.
The Emotions of Plants. V. Anisimov Plant Respond! 
V. N. Pushkin. Arthropods as Indicators of Biological 
Radiation From Man's Brain. P. I. Marikovski.

IV. BIOMETRY AND MEDICINE
The Biometer and Its Possible Applications. V. 
Adamenko.

THOUGHTS . . . .from a PYRAMIDOLOGIST
by Bernard Pietsch

The following Statements on who con- 
structed the Great Pyramid (and why) may 
displease those who believe the ancient wonder 
was built by "Gods from outer space."

Geneticists show the basic blocks of the 
gene chain have the potential of Organization to 
form frogs, fishes, dandelions, and kings. Thus, 
the human specie evolved upon the surface of a 
still-evolving earth. Within his own genetic Code 
and the very structure of his being we find 
man's own history.

In the act of understanding the life and 
dynamics in and around himself, man saw 
reflected there the orderly process of his own 
physical existence. To comprehend a still- 
evolving nature, man observed the genesis of his 
own arising as well as a probable course of his 
continuing evolution.

The builders of the Great Pyramid of 
Cheops accurately expressed in the stones, 
angular proportions, lengths, and widths, their 
understanding of the basic laws operational 
upon our planet. In addition, the Great 
Pyramid couldn't have been built anywhere eise 
on the globe. As a model for all time it had to 
be erected on the site where we find this 
monumental witness in stone today. This fact 
must not detract from the Statement that "the 
Great Pyramid was physically constructed by 
people (not necessarily Gods, or Egyptians), 
dedicated with every fibre of their beings 
toward completion of an indestructible form 
which would eternally preserve the principles 
they held to be truths.

The Word or concept of the foregoing 
translates in the Egyptian language as MAAT, 
meaning in English, "truth, justice, and law."

VIOLETS ULTRASENSITIVE TO PYRAMID 
VI BR ATIONS
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Brownell's bloomless 
African Violet now blossoms below ä small 
pyramid replica. Ever widening form-energy 
field, projecting downward from the pyramid 
model, apparently enfolds and vitalizes the 
nöw-virulent violet.

PYRAMID STIMULATES PLANT GROWTH 
by Mark Brownell 

Dear Eds.,
Recently I made a six-inch-high pyramid out of 

some sheet copper. My wife and I had planned to use 
the model for a capstone on a larger, nine-foot-high 
pyramid I was building with 2x2 lumber.

My wife, however, suggested we hang the small 
one up about three feet above the breakfast room 
table. The field of energy below the pyramid projected 
from the corners and sides directly upon those seated 
around the table. It seemed to have an uplifting, 
stimulating Vibration. Perbaps assimilation and 
nutrient value of the food eaten would even be 
enhanced! But I haven't yet devised any tests to 
confirm our beliefs.

A "PRO" EXPLAINS DOWSING
by Raymond C. WiHey, u
Secretary of the American Society of Dowsers

DEFINITION. Dowsing is the exercise of a 
human faculty that allows one to obtain information 
in some männer beyond the power and scope of the 
Standard human senses. Dowsing can be alerted only in 
the presence of a human need, either personal or 
general. Practice to improve one's skill and to demon- 
strate the process are covered by the Statement of 
need.

Dowsing involves the use of one of several kinds 
of devices. Some dowsers Substitute the hands and/or 
arms, working without devices. Dowsing appears to be 
related to a similar faculty in use by animal life where 
it serves both daily and seasonal needs.

APPLICATIONS. Dowsing can be a human 
searching tool for things, locations, and pertinent 
information about things sought, whether or not there 
is location involved.

TARGETS. Things Underground in natural condi
tion — water, ore, oil, gas, cavern outlines, rock faults. 
Things put Underground by man — pipes, conduits, 
cisterris, foundations. Trouble-shooting for mal- 
functioning in machinery, appliance, and electrical 
equipment. Answers to questions about Personality 
and miscellaneous Problems of individuals.

DOWSING DEVICES. There are four basic types: 
angle rods, Straight wands, pendulums, and fork 
shapes. and FOUR DOWSING METHODS:

1. FIELD DOWSING. Walking at random over a 
field, holding a device.

2. REMOTE DOWSING. Standing at the edge of 
a lot or random place in a field, and 
determining the direction toward the target.

3. MAP DOWSING. Simulating field, remote 
dowsing with a pointer over a map or Sketch.

4. INFORMATION DOWSING. The dowser 
trains himself in the use of a YES or NO 
routine with whatever device he uses. Ques
tions involving no location are posed, and the 
behavior of the device indicates either YES or 
NO answer.

UNI T DOWSING SEA R CH
A Unit Dowsing Search is based on a dowser's 

own problem or one brought to him by someone 
enlisting his help. To find the entire solution more 
than one Unit Dowsing Search may be needed. For 
each Unit Dowsing Search, the following routine must 
be carried out.

1. Prepare the Search by thoroughly under
standing the problem and posing a question 
that can be answered only YES or NO.

2. Take up the dowsing device and hold it in a 
Standard grasp.

3. Carry out whatever dowsing method applies 
to this search and watch the behavior of the 
Instrument.

4. With some devices any movement means a 
YES answer. With others, training teils the 
dowser if the movement signifies YES or NO.

5. When the dowser has determined the answer, 
a Unit Dowsing Search is completed.

A year-old African violet we owned had never 
done well, nor had it bloomed for many months. The 
stems were so fragile and hairline it seemed a wonder 
they could hold up the half-dozen flowers still 
surviving from earlier days. But immediately after we 
put up the pyramid, the plant started showing new 
life. Fresh leaves and buds began to come out, and the 
first blossoms appeared a month later. It has been 
blooming beautifully and steadily for two months 
since — now has twenty-two blossoms on strong, 
sturdy stems, some almost an eighth of an inch in 
diameter! There are also many new and vigorous- 
Iboking leaves of better color, growing up higher than 
the droopy leaves we once looked upon.

Although this is an isolated, single experiment, it 
does offer proof that pyramids can influence plant 
life. We gave the violet no fertilizer at all, and other 
conditions were practically unchanged.
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Dean slxs ■■
We. got to know of youx publteation thxough our aequaintanee with the Ragmond MilleAS 

0(J Miranda, Calif., who bullt a pyramid and got rather fantastic xesults fnom tat. Thein's 
iS 12’ by 12' at the base. We have bullt one 14' bg 14’ bat of different matexials. John 
Squance, Victoria, B.C. Canada.

fi. recent letter from Naoma Buzzell of 
Santa Ana, Calif., paraphrased for 
brevity.

Vean M-t. Cox,
Einst I wouid like to relate a beding expertencr bg pyramid energy. Some thixteen 

yeans ago I was buxned sevexely from the tips of my f Ingens over the backs 0(J my hands ap 
to mg dbows. Brom my wnists to mg fingextlps was buxned the deepest second and tliird de- 
gn.ee. Burns were caused bg electnicd Circuit bxeakex explosion.

Lott Summer after getttng my first Pyramid Guide, made some pyramids, and staxted expex- 
imenting with food and bneathing energy fnom apex. In a few weeks I noticed a change tak- 
tng place tn the Scan tissue on my hands. Bullt a langen pyramid wtth a hole tn each side 
lange enough that I eoatd put my hand inside. This was about September, and I am happy to 
nepoxt as 0(j now, mg hands one now free of Scan tissue and as good as even. Hight add I 
am sixty-six geau old.

Any of my family and a lady Dn. Kahn at the Cook County Hospitd tn Chicago (Bann Wand) 
ean also substanttate what I have said. it has also gneatly ineneased the cinculation tn 
my fingexs. Sincenely yours, Gexdd Vickinson, Calumet City, Illinois, 60409

Continuing With the Great Verne Cameron Discoveries

Nov. 26, 1952. I 
soaked a lump of 
uranium ore in a pint of 
water. A week later, 
after removing it from 
the liquid, I dowsed 
with the Aurameter a 
five-inch stemmed 
diameter of force about 
a foot high and above

the shaft terminating in a two-foot ball. I then 
took a cylindrical, ring-shaped magnet and held 
it in the beam above the water.

With the north end of the magnet held up, 
(the end which attracts the north end of the 
compass), the ray almost vanished; but with the 
south end of the magnet up, the ball of force 
increased to four and one-half feet in diameter. 
Does this show that the ray is a form of 
magnetism? The magnet has no effect on the 
repulsion field of the uranium ore.

July 6, 1953. Today, I note the tiny white 
Cedum flowers previously placed under my 
twenty-inch pyramid. They're still very fresh 
after five days propped up on a bottle. The 
flowers have been in plain sight all the time. 
Other similar control flowers and a carnation 
lying outside the replica during the same 
period, wilted and dried up.

I also got my eighty-fifth shave from an 
ordinary pyramid-treated razor blade first used 
April 1 Ith.

STONEHENGE AND DRUIDISM, by E.
Raymond Capt. Soft Cover Booklet. 

Capt authored THE GREAT PYRAMID 
DECODED, a big seller in our catalog 
and now follows up with remarkable 
insights into the mysteriös of Stone
henge and a practical, modern view of 
Britain's ancient Druids, their beliefs, 
practices, and legacy to future genera- 
tions. $1.25 (includes postage and 
handling .

Dean, fxiends,
Radteal changes always upset the establish- 

ment's eontnol, such as the "farmen asiatics" 
use 0(j pig-manune fox heat and. cooking. Why 
not make the method available to youx readexsl 
I({ published, it wouid upset the oll Interests 
as I'm sune they dnead the thought o<j any new 
and simple source of enengy. Exciting newsletten

Haxold Canter, Ontario, Canada

THE PSYCHIC MUSICIAN Continued 

performer in eertain areas within the psychic 
realm. No group of players in any Situation 
produces smooth, organized music without the use 
of subliminal and supraliminal perception together 
with a free-flow interplay of telepathic rapport.

Good music at any level evolves out of the 
Cosmic echoes, the sphere of tones where heavenly 
melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic relationships 
abound. The psychic musician brings it forth so the 
technical performer can join him in performing it.

PYRAMED/TA TION

Here and there in the pages of The 
Pyramid Guide appear comments by both 
experienced and inexperienced meditators. 
Their testimonials were selected at random 
from several hundred people of all ages who sat 
inside the four-foot high, wall-less meditation 
pyramid distributed by The Pyramid Guide. No 
one knew what to expect. The only advice 
given beforehand by the recorder was

enjoy it. ”
Rarely did we find anyone who didn ’t 

deligbt in the experience or receive a favorable 
reaction.
PYRAMED1TATION
Feit like liquid electricity flowing down over 
me.

Mrs. G.E.K., Phoenix, Ariz.
P Y RAMED1 TA TIO N
Second time — energy vortex on head. Colors. 
Intense energy flow - calmness.

G.R.P., Los Gatos, Calif.
PY RAMEDITA TION, EN JO Y IT.
Feit warm very quickly. Very relaxed openness. 
A feeling of reception of music. Very warm.

C.M.L., Albany, Calif.

Dean Pynamid Guide.,
Ä6 a young gixl I studted "awareness 

and self-nealization" with Ranamahansa 
Vogananda thixty yeans ago and witnessed 
some. manvelous he.alings penfonme.d by this 
te.ae.het. fnom Indla. One day he asked me 
to become a Student-teachen, and, though 
I loved the studles, I dldn't feel qual- 
Lfied to become a teachen in this wonk 
yet. I was paAliculaAly bothened about 
"levitation" and told Raxhamhansa Voga- 
nanda It seemed imposslble that it 
could oceun. But he assuned me the phen
omenon was just a deepeA. study and un- 
deAStanding ojJ eontx.oU.ed powern.

At my nequest, one Sunday aftennoon, 
aftex chuxah, this gneat teachen did le
vitate. some two feet above the floon 
and allowed me to pass my anms and hands 
in all dinections undenneath his levi
tated body. I feit ashamed of myself 
fon doubtlng and aame to und&vStand that 
such exented powens must take a gneat 
'deal out of the levitaton.

Vogananda often helped me with stud- 
ies of eolon pnoblems, giving me infoxma- 
tion I had been neseanehing fox. sevenat 
yeaxs befone I taiught technical colon 
haxmony and eolon psyehology in a Los An
geles Evening College.

It gxieved me tennibly to become sud
denly awane of the bxiUiant, compassion- 
ate Vogananda's passing just twelve houxs 
pxion to his healnt attaek.

Not long befone, a mess eng en fx.om the 
Eneinitas Hexmitage bnought me a wxitten 
Invitation fxom Vogananda, to attend a 
ball in ho non df the ineoming East Indian 
Co ns ul at the Los Angeles Biltmone Hotel.

I had pwx.eh.ased a new gown espeeially 
fon the baU and had axnanged to attend 
with Mn. Bhupesh Guha, an authentic Hindu 
daneen and photognaphie axt Student in 
my Los Angeles Junion College dass.

On the monning of that eventful day 
I awakened feeling veny ill in my solar 
plexus negion. Laten on I neluctantly 
called Mn. Guha to teil him I eouldn't 
possibly attend and nemained in that 
state all day long. I had pxeviously 
expexienced good health and sensed some 
outstanding happening was at hand. 
Then, that evening in fnont of all the 
guests, Raxamhansa Vogananda anose and 
said, "My fniends, my time has come". 
With this uttenance the gneat teachen 
passed on.

Reaenily, while meditating, I wan- 
ted with all my heant to eoniaet the 
spinit of Vogananda. That same night 
I was awakened to behold a Vision sus- 
pended dineetly above my bed.

I cxied out, "Oh, RaAamahansa Voga
nanda, I've been pnaying fon a teachen 
and healen." The nevened Mystic in 
his usual saffnon nobe, looked dineet
ly down upon me, naised his hand an- 
swened, "It shall be done; it is on 
the thneshhold." Then he disappeaned.

I eouldn't deciphex the "on the 
thxeshhold", but the next evening I met 
Reverend Rlchaxd Tnautman at the Long 
Beach Society fax Psychical Research, 
and he become my teachex and healen. I'm 
making pnogxess in his "awaxeness" dass.
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From Alan Saunders, Los Angeles, Ca.
Q. I’m sending this brochure from "Builders of the Adytum", a very unique channel of the Western 

mysteries with which I’ve been in training for about three years. The methods of understanding 
given have helped me a great deal, and this one way I have of thanking all of you and sending 
encouragement in your work. We are all walking against the poor tides of mass thinking toward 
the new dawn of all mankind. You may find there are some interesting correlations to be discov
ered between the pyramid and the cube of space which, as a focus of thought, upon its direction- 
al attributions with Tarot, is as rieh as the tree of life. Please send me your prices and Med
itation Pyramid brochure. I’d like to Order at least one kit with the metal capstone and corner 
joints. We are planning to make experiments with a few - some fairly large. I would like to 
know what you have found in your research, especially comparing the effects of the frame alone, 
with those having, say, plywood sides or metal.

A. There's a great deal of unexplored territory here. Preliminary reports indicate: (1) Pyramid walls 
or panels contribute little ~ if any- extra power in various tests made and known to us over the 
past twenty-six years; (2) A baggy cloth or plastic covering over a pyramid frame actually detracts 
from the form's efficacy; (3) Rigidity, correctness of angle, evenness of line, location, and Orien
tation must be adhered to for best results; and (4) Perforations, openings, copper linings, and
alternate layering materials (organic - inorganic) cause significant changes in the forcefields in and around pyramid struc
tures .

From John Polzak, St. Paul, Minn.
Q. Can you teil me how to contact Max Toth who has a pyramid Company somewhere in New York?

Ä'. Yes, Max Toth is well informed on pyramid and psychotronic energies. The "Pyramid Guide" deeply appreciates his frequent rec- 
commendations of our newsletter. Toth1s address is Box A 81-60, 248th St., Bellerose, N.Y. 11426

From Stephen Gibson, Los Angeles, Ca.
Q. I now have time to so some research. Fate magazine published plans for a symbolic Hieronymus machine several years ago. I 

found the issue and built the unit if you can call it that. Believe me, when I say I was astonished that two people who tried 
the machine got positive, repeatable results! I’m sorry to say I feit nothing. But I, of course, knew what was in the box. 
The two people I selected for this experiment know I’m an electrical engineer and expected an electronic device to be inside the 
box. They had no reason to believe it might not work.

A. Your experience reinforces our belief that voluntary or involuntarily-applied psychic energy is essential for successful test 
resultsi-associäted wz'thtthe Hieronymus Box and other dowsing machines.

From Rueben Salazar, Albuquerque, N.M.
Q. What is the purpose of the Banana Plug, six foot wire extension, alligator clip, and copper pad advertised in your mailing piece?

A. By extending a copper wire off the apex of a pyramid replica, tests reveal that the opposite end of the extension, when 
clipped to a copper pad, screen or plate, provides an alternate specimen location. Experimentatiön with organic substances, cut- 

lery, and various objects shows the pyramid energy can operate beyond the immediate vicinity of the pyramid cavity itself.
From Reverend Robert Short, Blue Rose Ministry, Yucca Valley, Ca.(Three questions)
Q. 1. Why was the, symbolic sarcophagus of the Gizeh Pyramid made of alabaster marble, not limestone, as used in later burial pyramids?
A. Cur research indicates the empty coffer (sarcophagus) in the King's Chamber is made of granite.

Recently in london, psychics individually holding in turn an ancient miniature alabaster pyramid, each experienced one common re- 
action; the artifact stimulated a vibrant pulsing Sensation in their hands.

Q. 2. What about the decay effect of geometrically-planed and placed Tera limestone as the original casement of the Great Pyramid?
A. Maybe one of our readers has ideas on this. It's interesting to note that ceramic resistors and insulators are used in elec~ 

tronics because they hold up well where there's high voltage and heat.
Q. 3. What happens when a pyramid is placed over an area of two Crossing fault lines?
A. Using the Aurameter, I find amplified vortices of energy emanating upward from the intersection of sub-surface rifts. The 

late dowsing mentor, Verne Cameron, found that a 90-degree-angle cone placed above water-bearing faults nullified his ability 
to detect the expected up-rush of these rays.

From Sidney Tabor, Rte. 1, Box 630P., Thibodaux, La. 70301.
Q. I am interested in the works of Wilhelm Reich and would like to correspond with anyone who would help me with this Information - 

particularly about the motor that runs on free energy and the Oraccu.
A . We are sure there are readers who would like to correspond with Mr. Tabor (address above), as many have expressed an interest in 

the same subject and probably can supply an exchange of Information with Mr. Tabor.
From Patricia Harvey, Corona, Ca.
Q. I wrote several weeks ago about the tape I have about the Great Pyramid. I copied it from Dr. Fred Andrews in Redlands about four 

years ago. The space being, Kolar, said the pyramid is 45,000 years old, was built of huge granite blocks brought from different 
parts of the world by space craft to house generators that sent out beams and guided other crafts. There is a subterranean chamber, 
according to Kolar, 243 feet under the pyramid, and this houses a generator. It provided more temperate climates for the globe after 
the impact of the glacerial age. Is this different than the tape you have?

A. It appears your space-tape is similar but not exaetly the same as the one we have. The space being has another name, for one thing. eds.

AN EXPLOSION OF LIGHT! —.. ..........

Kirlian photo taken by Rev. Bob Moser of Tucson, Arizona, reveals our four-foot 
high, see-through Meditation Pyramid, produces a light form after the camera was 
focused and triggered on the model's apex, (in complete darkness).

Additional Kirlian photos of subjeet's fingers outside the Pyramid Replica and 
immediately after inside showed marked changes. According to George Cooper, 
manufacturer of the Pyrameditation Form, "Moser's photos revealed that the Auric 
Field Condensed and solidified in the Pyramid, and striations emanating from the fingers 
were all but eliminated. The inside Kirlian photo DID NOT SHOW larger and brighter 
coronas.' They were more solid, more dense, and perhaps a LITTLE brighter. This 
confirms what Berkeley Clairvoyants are 'seeing.' They report," says Cooper, '"the 
aura tends to compact in the pyramid form and a crust is formed on the outside of it. 
More importantly," Cooper adds, "they say the aura appears to be harmoniously 
neutralized or centered with relationship to its original state. It seems," Cooper 
concludes, "that the Pyramid Form produces various auric response in different ways, 
from one person to the next."

PYRAMEDITATION
W need med. pyramid,. Feit delicious.

R.J.W., Apache Junction, Ara.
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The Original Cameron Aurameter, World's most 
Sensitive Dowsing Instrument, (Combination 
water compass, weighing device, and upright 
pendulum) $49.50. Over 4,000 in use world- 
wide today. Exclusively available through El 
Cariso Publications. Write for Free Descriptive 
Brochure. P.O. Box 176, Lake Elsinore, Ca. 
92330.

FASaNÄTED?
. . . by Astrology, ESP, Hypnotisgi, 
UFO and Occult subjects? Then 
SPACEVIEW MAGAZINE is meant ■ 
for YOU!" Special offer: Six issues 
for only $3.95, or 12 issues for $6.95. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

SPACEVIEW-F 
103 Goodhue Building 
Bssumont# TX 77701

Aluminum PYRAMID replicas. Quality 
craftsmanship by Lakeland Electronics. 
Base size 3"x5" @ $4.25 8"x8" @ $6.95 
12"xl2" @ $9.45
Write for free catalog of metal cones, 
witness pendulums, Alphasync GSR detec- 
or, % The Pyramid Guide.

THETHIRD INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL 
OF YOGA AND ESOTERIC SCIENCES 

TORONTO, CANADA . . . JULY 7 TO 13, 1974 
Meet and hear seventy of the world's experts at the 
Royal York Hotel. Soul-stirring teachings, classes and 
Workshops by Masters of the Metaphysical and Healing 
Arts, Yoga, Acupuncture, Radionics, Biomagnetism, 
Dowsing, Bio-Feedback, Pyramidology, Kirlian Photo- 
graphy, Mind Control, Man-Plant Communication, etc. 
For Information brochure write to the Pyramid Guide, 
Elsinore, Calif. 92330.

THE CAMERON PETROLEOMETER. 
Fully described in Oii Locating Handbook 
No. 2 @ $2.75 P.P.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED READ
ING . . . Perceptive, provocative 
articles about the known and the 
unknown, Read "The Psychic 
Observer'', Journal of Spiritual 
Science, Henry Nagorka, Editor- 
Publisher, Box 8606, Washington, 
D.C.20011.

BUILD YOUR OWN W’/z' sq. base, rainproof Great 
Pyramid replica w/just 6 sheets plywood, framing. 
Only 4 syrnetrical cuts/side. Or; 6" smaller and 3 
cuts/side. Detailed plans guar. acc. to 1/16". $3.50 to 
J. Nelson, 1030 N. Kings Rd„ L.A., Ca 90069.

AAAAAAAAAAAA

"SPECTRUM - JOURNAL OF THE OCCULT"

FOUNTAINHEAD

"The Fountainhead", an informative 
periodical describing psychic, astrological, 
metaphysical, and occult activities in and 
around Tucson, Arizona. The Fountainhead 
is also the source for books, gifts, lectures, 
and seminars on the occult, operated by 
Bob Moser and Vergie Trice. Location: 
4044 N. First Ave., Tucson, Arizona, 85718 
$2.00 yearly.

u m p e r 
STICKERS AND CAR WINDOW DECALS 
. , . "There Is No Need To Conserve Pyra
mid Energy. The Source is ETERNAL — the 
suppty INFINITE." $1.00 each c/o "The 
Pyramid Guide", P.O. 176, Lake Elsinore,

A new concept in total reporting! An OCCULT/UFO/ 
FORTEAN Information outlet featuring factual news 
events in all these fields. Scientific and analytical 
articles by well known authors, National and Inter
national UFO reports PLUS a Person-to-Person CON- 
TACT page, Predictions, and Psychic Experiences! 
$4.00 yearly on a quarteriy basis — Foreign $5.00. 
Send Subscriptions to: Barbara Lucas, 6290 - 34th 
Ave. North, St. Petersburg, Fla 33710. SAMPLE 
COPY 25A Edited by Joan O'Connell.

Ca. 92330

"Pyramid Guide". Ä limited quantity of 
back issues available @ ,50</ each. First year 
annual (6 issues), spiral-bound under one 
cover while they last @ $3.75. Californians 
add current sales tax. Write EL CARISO 
PUBLICATIONS P.O. Box 176, Lake 
Elsinore, Ca, 92330.

PSYNETICS FOUNDATION
— Self-Discovery
— Psychic Development
— Spiritual Growth

•LECTURES »CLASSES
•> RESEARCH PROJECTS

Write: Psynetics, Dept. PG 
121 2 E. Lincoln Ave. 
Anaheim, CA 92805 
(714) 533-231 1

E-g ALPHASYNC, an electronic (mental 
exercise) metronome @ $8.95. The 

w solid state (L.E.D.) model with light 
H added to synchronize with metro- 

nome beat @ $12.95 postpaid.
This Bio-feedback instrument helps 
you relax. Sweat gland, skin resist- 
ance where fingers make contact 
indirectly measures activity of the 

Er3 body's sympathetic nervous System, 
Beat slows down during relaxed state 
of operator.

ErB Available c/o Pyramid Guide.
•M
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“WITNESS” PENDULUMS, EXQUISITELY MADE 
IN SIMULATED GOLD OR SILVER, WITH 18” 
QUALITY CHAINS, LOVELY WORN AS NECK- 
LACE (APPROX. 1/3 SIZE SHOWN). ALSO AVAIL
ABLE IN BRACELETS. RECEPTACLES EASILY 
OPEN ED FOR YOU TO INSERT SMALL DOWSING

NOW AVAILABLE — A portable do-it- 
yourself MEDITATION PYRAMID KIT 
now offered for sale with instructions by 
the Pyramid Guide. As power develops 
along ridges and corners without loss of 
energy minus panels, corners and cap
stone apex can be purchased as a unit. 
Buyer can secure lengths of 1/2” tubing 
at local hardware or plumbing shop, 
placing ends inside slots at corners to 
construct framework for desired height. 
Write for Meditation Pyramid Brochure, 
El Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 176. 
Elsinore, Ca. 92330.

SAMPLE TO AFFINIT1ZE WITH PERSON, 
OBJECT, OR SUBSTANCE OF YOUR QUEST.
ALL NECKLACES AND BRACELETS $1.95 EACH. 
Californians add 5% Sales Tax.

DO YOU KNOWWHAT’S 
HAPPENING IN

CALIFORNIA'.’ 
The Uni-Com Guide will teil you 
everything that's going on in Meta- 
physics!

THE UNI-COM GUIDE
Monthly Calendar of Metaphysical 
or Parapsychological Events for 
California

$5.00 per year, $8.00 two yosrs 
(huin^.s invitcd by all grou[>$)

UNI-COM Foundation
P.O. Box 117 16
Palo Allo. Calif. 94 306



Continued From page 1 . f T f l
body becomes an ’ENERGYSM'."

"Potentialism, organism, and energysm make up the YOU, hopefully becoming one with ’INFINI- 
TISM’, (the ABSOLUTE!. The living mind and living energies merge to awaken the POTENTIALISM. 
All then find attunement with the INFINITISM." The degree of one's awakening to these factors 
determines his living to the limit at a given moment."

The aforementioned thirteen invisible planes, according to Dr. Langham, are the starting 
place out. of which the form is built outward from the center. The inward isotope of thirteen- 
ness is ESSENCE.

One may cut, join, and structure a model into any shape desired - whether it forms a pyramid, 
cube, or sphere - whereupon it. forms its own unique time harmonies.

Applying Genesa to the learning process, Dr. Langham Claims that the problem and its solution 
(polar mates) are pushed outward. The action brings them together! The answer cancels out the 
problem (question) and/or vice versa. Question and answer in "oneness" are truly one and the same 
leaving a sense of completeness and satisfaction in the individual expression.

"Growth is living energy, (expressions), moving in spirals through living form", Dr. Langham 
continues. "Thought, (the living mind), Controls the velocities and changes in this energy-flow." 
As the bodily actions of a subject ebb and flow inside one of Dr. Langham's panel-less forms, 
he/she also becomes the center of an extraordinarv kinetic art disnlav. Write "Pyramid Guide" 
regard.inq Dr. Langham's rnonthly Weekend äPasseS äff Escondido, CäLiff .

MIND CONTROL BUFFS! CATCH THIS . . . Pyramid Form apparen+ly alters brain-wave activity

In a recent test made by Gary Plapp 
of Huma-Tech Industries, San Jose 
rnanufacturer of bio-feedback equipment. 
George Cooper, president of Pyramedita- 
tion, Inc., and Guide editor, Bill Cox. 
the brain-wave activity of subjects medi- 
tating inside the Panel-less Pyramid 
Model showed marked increases in ampli-

tude. regularity and alpha brain-wave 
production. A comparison was made 
with the same meditating subjects first 
tested outside the pyramid framework a 
few minutes prior to entering the model.

The most notable changes indicate 
two to three times higher amplitude, 
abundant alpha — including increased

theta and wider extremes of beta brain- 
waves.

In some cases, as seen in the lower 
of the two brain-wave graphs above, the 
E.E.G. pen-line ran off scale, beyond the 
maximum recording capacity of the 
instrument employed.

P.O. Box 17-6 
Elsinore, ca. 92330
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